
The pool area’s clean layout and ruler-straight lines echo the lush farmland below.
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SOMIS AL FRESCO
On a working avocado ranch in the Las Posas Valley, architect and owner join forces to 
build a mouthwatering retreat from city life.

BY LESLIE A. WESTBROOK | PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY BY GASZTON GAL

AS ONE ENTERS THE LAS POSAS VALLEY, IT FEELS LIKE 
nothing short of a miracle, the manner in which the freeways and 
suburbs and shopping malls melt away in the distance as the scen-
ery transforms into the idyllic California of yesteryear. In fact, this 
area was once part of a large Mexican land grant—and Somis, my 
destination, first established in 1892 as an agricultural community, 
remains so to this day. Berry farms, citrus groves, and avocado 
orchards line State Route 118 en route to a very special spot in this 
bucolic valley.

Another kind of miracle has taken place on a chevron-shaped 

piece of land, located on a working avocado ranch, that’s been 
thoughtfully adapted for outdoor entertaining, thanks to the imagi-
nation and skill of Ventura architect C.J. Paone and his client, 
Alexandra Vorbeck.

Vorbeck, an entrepreneur who spends her days in the city con-
ceiving and managing high-concept restaurants and creative real 
estate ventures, needed a retreat—a place that reflected her love for 
wide-open spaces.

“Alex found this property and it called to her,” Paone told me. 
“The hillside and views gave me the opportunity to create many 
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grand and intimate outdoor spaces that are available to match any mood. Each person 
who visits gravitates to a particular place that resonates with them.”

In the 1969 book “The Teachings of Don Juan, a Yaqui Way of Knowledge,” by 
Carlos Castaneda, the sage Don Juan speaks about people finding their “spot.” I found 
mine immediately, at a long marble table under the open-air, shaded gazebo. I even 
returned to make certain this was “it,” after trying out other areas. I asked C.J. if he, 
too, had “a favorite spot.” He chose the small table and chairs slightly hidden under an 
olive tree on a raised deck at the far end of the property.

The Yaqui Indian sorcerer also spoke about following a path with heart. All the 
paths in this terraced garden seem to have heart, and were surely created with it, so 
perhaps that’s why one feels so blissful in this outdoor architectural and botanical 
space.

Thanks to the pairing of Paone’s ingenuity with the shared vision of gentlewoman 
farmer Vorbeck, the result is more kaleidoscopic than staid. Take in the sweeping 
views: shifting patterns and colors, from the grey-blue pool to the vast sky; the chang-
ing light, with wind rustling through the pine trees… it all adds up to pure magic.

During my morning tour, I experienced no less than eight distinct outdoor areas, 
each possessing unique views and its own vibe. When asked, the owner said her favor-
ite spots change depending on a variety of factors. “Different spots, at different times 
of day and under different weather conditions,” Alex replied. “There are good spots 
for being alone (like a two-seater 
wood bench and the upper area 
next to the bar) and good spots 
for being with groups, including 
the barbeque and the bar.”

At the far end of the garden, a 
small metal café table beneath one 
of the grand, gnarled olive trees is 
a perfect breakfast spot to start the 
day. Here, an over-scale mirror 
hung on the pool house exterior 
reflects the sunrise over wavy 
mountain ranges. Poolside drinks 
might rest on the petrified wood 
tables while the lounger gazes 
across the water at a cropped 
panorama framed by dwarf olive 
tree plantings that Paone calls a 
“green infinity edge.” An after-
noon luncheon al fresco, shaded 
by the bamboo-covered palapa 
made of raw steel in the upper 
level, would include vast views 
of avocado orchards and stands 
of stately eucalyptus trees—and 
beyond them, Point Mugu and the 
Channel Islands. At one end of the simple, sublime pool (Alex wanted it to look like a 
swimming hole), Champagne corks would pop in the pool house bar, while traditional 
Argentine style barbecue smoked on the other end. Friends might share drinks and 
conversation around a huge metal vat, a former water trough turned upside down to 
serve as a table. A good book and a cup of tea while curled up on the outdoor couch in 
the shade of a covered patio would suffice for solo time.

How does one recreate this “feeling”? So much has to do with balance, as well 
as the familiarity of materials that relate to the landscape: 100-plus-year-old olive 
trees that were “field dug” and transported from California’s Central Valley then 
planted “just so”; reclaimed wood scaffolding repurposed as decking; low, board-
formed concrete walls textured with wooden plank patterns. Sculpture in the gar-
den includes big concrete balls, a Zen-like disc, rusted metal hoops. It’s all part 
of the hugely successful mix.
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ABOVE: Plush seating below the 
second-floor viewing deck offers a 
comfy counterpoint to corrugated 
steel siding and other modern 
farmhouse building materials.

LEFT: A century-old olive tree grows 
beside an Argentinean-style grill.

OPPOSITE: Outside the pool house, 
a bamboo-covered palapa shades 
one of many distinct outdoor spots. 
In this one, sliding barn doors open 
to reveal a full wet bar.
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At the far end of the pool, just off the cabana, a raised, xeriscaped garden offers yet another secluded spot. Photo by Kurt Jordan

“The owner wanted the house to tie into the landscape and won-
dered what to do with all the space that was on a hillside,” C.J. told me, 
noting that the hill had to be reconstructed. “We took a narrow band of 
land with a kink in it and used the point to break it up into the variety of 
spaces.”

Paone also re-clad the house and replaced the original stucco and tile 
roof with corrugated metal. He used wood, stone, and raw steel, recycling 
as much as possible throughout the project, incorporating old beams on a 
new second-story deck.

“My client is very visual and has a great eye. If we tried something 
and it didn’t work, we tweaked it,” the architect said. “It was all about 
finding the balance between giving the outdoor space structure and 
boundaries and defining spaces, yet have it still feel organic.” These subtle 
tweaks, he noted, added more flow and visual connection through the 
spaces.

“She had a lot of faith,” the modest Paone said of the owner. Well 
placed, it appears, as this is one of the finest, most well balanced and 
thoroughly enjoyable outdoor living spaces I’ve experienced in Ventura 
County.

“Working with C.J. was great. I work with many different designers 
and architects, and it’s clear from his work that he loves nature,” noted 
Alex, adding that she was drawn to the property not just for “the climate 
and how everything seemed to grow well,” but also because “the area is 
under the radar yet close to Los Angeles.”

Indeed, so close yet worlds removed.

LOCATION: Somis
DESIGN ARCHITECT: CJ Paone AIA 
805.451.6914, cjpaone.com or archipelagoworkshop.com
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Scott Shrader
310.659.5315, shraderdesign.com
PERMITTING: RBM Architecture & Planning
805.482.1836, rgmarchitect@dslextreme.com
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Mike Gray PE
805.901.8984, anacapaengineering@earthlink.net
GENERAL CONTRACTOR, GRADING, AND DRAINAGE:
Evans Excavating 805.450.3768, evansexcavating1@aol.com
CONCRETE WALLS AND FLATWORK:
GN Concrete Construction 805.340.6520, gncrete@yahoo.com
DECKS, POOLHOUSE, AND FINISH WORK:
McNeil Construction 805.279.2056, jmcneilconstruction@gmail.com
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